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16 sounds of paper – workshop 
 

by Daniel Djamo (RO) 

 
schedule: 18th of April, from 15:30h – 18:30h, Shadok, 1er etage 

and 20 of April, from 13:00h – 15:30h, Shadok, 1er etage 

inscriptions on mail: dndjamo [at-sign] yahoo.com 

OR you can just come without announcing inscription 

 

I plan to create "16 sounds of paper",  a workshop and participative art project that shall 
question the success of integration of foreign elements in Romania, focusing on the routes 
followed by 16 immigrants from Strasbourg after the dissolution of the EU, in a fictional age (the 
year 2028). The works will be developed alongside a research related to a fictional age, which I 
have crafted. It is the spring of the year 2028. Along with a fall of the European market, illegal 



immigration affected more and more territories of Western countries. All of the European 
borders are failing. Romania recently launched project “Dome”, in which it developed protection-
domes over all of the cities and towns of the country. Each city has developed a bar-code 
system, in which in every citizen is implanted a microchip and has a especially-designated bar-
code. You can approach cities only upon microchip and bar-code approval. 

After the fall of the European Union (2024), France saw a period of financial difficulty. 
Belgium ended all of its wall-border with the country of smelly cheese and then Britain blocked 
it’s shores and protected its waters against French citizens. Romania became a European 
powerhouse, while France sold its gold resources to Finland, and all of its oil to Austria. From an 
economic point of view, France is in a coma. Nonetheless, a group of 16 people around 
Strasbourg have managed to infiltrate the German border. 

From there on, they planned the final act: reaching Bucharest, where some relatives 
found jobs for them on the black market. This is where our story begins. I am interested in their 
moment of decision and I plan to develop an artistic discourse from this starting point. Did they 
survive? If so, how? 

My project is a fiction and is focused on creating an imaginary performed archive of a 
future year, anticipating the results of struggles and tensions that we are confronted with right 
now within our societies, while also understanding and reflecting the past conflicts. 

The constructed fiction of the year 2028 shall put under the magnifying glass the stories 
of 16 people in the aftermath of a struggle situation that can also be ending up as a conflict. 
Imaginary testimonies of young people that never saw war and conflict, will blend past and 
present in order to best reflect a future, that shall belong to them. That is why I would want to 
collaborate in this project also with the young generation. They are going to be the writing force 
of the project, since in the following years that shall be writing their future and that of the whole 
country. "16 sounds of paper" shall result as an archeological-archival installation, 
where performance elements shall be blended with materiality. 

I plan to interview 16 teenagers from Strasbourg. Basically: I will ask them to create a 
character from France from scratch. I will give them the time to craft a script of the individuals 
and their reasons for leaving France for Romania. They will have to think about a reason and a 
path that they took from Strasbourg towards Bucharest. They will tell their stories, they will 
imagine their condition in France, their job occupation, their interest, their family ties and the 
reasons to leave the country. Maybe conflict / war, maybe financial crisis. Then, then they shall 
craft a story of the future year 2028, that I will acted as testimony of the past. They will talk 
about the character either in first person or either as in third, as someone close to them, which 
they knew or know. They will act the writing and present it as a testimony of the past. Thus, in 
the moment of the presentation, they are possibly in the year 2030, 2040, 2060 or 2070. They 
can decide. It shall result in a workshop- participative art installation, with elements of 
materiality: such as the scripts conceived by the youth (age: 16-30). 

 

 

 



about my practice 
 

 

 

For the last 5 years I worked on a project that proposes to reflect on the blending all of 
the different pigments that make up a society. Since its formation, the European Union has 
greatly suffered because of primary fears, deeply embodied into all of us: the fear of the 
unknown, the unwillingness to have our space different then what we are used to seeing (taking 
as best example anyone’s intimate space), the refusal of having „strangers” in our homes or the 
difficulty of honestly seeing the world of „the other” through his eyes. In the last decade, there 
has been a huge increase of the far right movement across countries such as: the Netherlands, 
Hungary, Germany or Italy, that mostly grew out of these fears.  

My endeavour seeks to understand the decisions of following certain routes, and the 
derived results of departure. It showcases the depopulation of livable spaces, the emptiness of 
the individual’s own life and the cultural loss, that is wasted without having people to pass-on 
the cultural values to back home (the Immaterial Cultural Heritage). 


